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Overview

2

• The paper presents a “Stock-flow semi-structural” model for the Italian economy with two-sided 
interactions between the macroeconomic and the financial sphere

Macroeconomic block featuring Keynesian properties

Asset prices and financial intermediaries block

NFCs, HH and Government balance sheet block

• Estimation strategy and empirical validation

Statistical mapping between Flow-of-funds and national accounts

Singe equation estimation

• Scenario analysis 

Impact of Central Bank asset purchase on macroeconomic and financial variables

Impact of Fiscal policy interventions on macroeconomic and financial variables
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Need to frame the modelling strategy
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• A “stock-flow semi-structural” avenue as compromise between DSGE-like structural models and fully 
agnostic time-series approach?

Take a stand on the comparative advantages of the various model classes

Which analytical gap ITFIN is filling?

Praise the flexibility and scalability of the analytical approach?

• What is the right balance between the macroeconomic and the financial granularity of the model? 

What is the ambition of the model on the macro side? 

Need for introducing Financial policy? 

• What are the envisaged policy contributions of the model?

Generating macro scenarios for medium-term vulnerability assessment

Generating macro-financial scenarios at business cycle frequency

Impact studies of Fiscal, monetary and financial policy interventions
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Further suggestions
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• Theoretical anchors for the project

Real-nominal interactions: demand versus supply shock transmission to the financial system

Neo-classical balance growth path: long-run stability and economic impact of balance sheet positions

Intermediary asset pricing

Role of expectations

• Empirical validation:

(Conditional) forecasting performance

Which empirical benchmark for the model? Multi-variate econometric model combined with market clearing conditions 
and stock-flow relationships ? 

• Expending the set of experiments:

Endogenous variable scenarios (using Kalman filter techniques): HH, NFC or Bank deleverargng implications 

Stochastic simulations
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• Presentation based on ECB Occasional
Paper No.267
“Review of macroeconomic modelling in the 
Eurosystem: current practices and scope for 
improvement”
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Eurosystem Modelling workstream of Strategy Review
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Eurosystem modelling workstream: main activities
ECB-UNRESTRICTED

Stocktaking on 
Macromodelling

strategies
Analytical gaps Policy use of models Cooperation 

modalities

• Survey of existing models 
(type, scope, features)

• Current use of models for 
monetary policy 
preparation

• Benchmarking against 
practices in other 
institutions

• Long-term trends 
• Monetary policy transmission 

mechanism (MTM)
 Expectations
 Non-Standard Measures 

(NSM)
 Non-linearities
 Heterogeneity 

• Interactions with Fiscal and 
Financial policies 

• Climate change
• Large shocks and uncertainty
• Global shocks and spillovers

• Model-based economic 
narrative (incl. contribution 
of monetary policy)

• Forecasting with judgment 
(incl. the role of model-
based baseline projections)

• Model-based risk analysis
• Enhanced medium-term 

reference scenarios (incl. 
MP sensitivity analysis)

• Country vs EA-wide model

• Information sharing 
and modelling 
infrastructure 

• Organization 
strategies
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Eurosystem macroeconomic models: typology
ECB-UNRESTRICTED

Nb of models Projections Monetary policy simulations Other policy use

Geographic 
coverage

Country-specific Euro area Global Country-specific Euro area Global

Structural 
(DSGE) 5 15 20 13 15 19 14

Semi-structural 18 13 1 8 13 1 7

Time-series 1 1 - - 1 2 -

Details
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ECB-UNRESTRICTED

Analytical gaps Recommendation Benchmark
Long-term trends  Include a relevant role for long-term trends, at least as exogenous 

variables, notably related to i) growth determinants ii) the natural rate
Academic: Primiceri 
(2005), Laubach and 
Williams (2003) 

MTM and expectations  Include either model-consistent expectations, VAR-based expectations 
or a mix of both types of expectations

Best practices among the 
Eurosystem

MTM and NSM  Account for the relevant transmission channels of NSMs, notably via 
expectations or the financial sector 

FORE taskforce;
Eurosystem research

MTM and non-
linearities

 Non-linear specifications of selected issues (e.g. price setting, financial 
block, ELB)

Best practices among the 
Eurosystem

Interactions with Fiscal 
and Financial policies 

 Account for the relevant granularity of (new) fiscal instruments (e.g. 
related to Covid-19 and climate change)

 Adapt for a realistic design of financial intermediation

Best practices among the 
Eurosystem

Climate change  Introduce relevant climate change-related specific transmission channels 
at business cycle frequency: sectoral dimension (with specific energy 
sectors), transition policy instruments

NIESR 

Large shocks and 
uncertainty

 Robustify the estimation strategy in the presence of large shocks and 
consolidate the use of alternative short-term forecasting tools

Academic: Lenza and 
Primiceri (2020)

Adapting the current portfolio: semi-structural models 
Indicative first and second ranked priorities
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ECB-UNRESTRICTED

Analytical gaps Recommendation Benchmark
Long-term trends  Include a relevant role for exogenous long-term trends and account 

for their time-variation: i) potential growth drivers, ii) the natural rate
Academic: Canova (2014)
Eurosystem research

MTM and 
expectations

 Allow for simulation modalities and/or estimation under learning 
mechanisms or imperfect common knowledge assumptions

WGEM Expert Group on 
expectation formation;
Eurosystem research

MTM and NSM  Focus on the complementarities across instruments and side effects 
across different NSMs, and empirical validation of their transmission 
channels

FORE taskforce;
Eurosystem research

MTM and non-
linearities

 Use advanced computational methods to account for non-linearities Academic: Guerrieri and 
Iacoviello (2015), Linde et al. 
(2016)

Large shocks and 
uncertainty

 Review the estimation strategies accounting for the “pandemic” 
historical sample

Global factors and 
international spillovers

 Account for and quantify the relative importance of common shocks 
and spill-overs, through trade and financial channels

Eurosystem research

Adapting the current portfolio: structural models 
Indicative first and second ranked priorities
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Development of new models
ECB-UNRESTRICTED

Analytical gaps Recommendation Benchmark
Long-term trends  Consider endogenizing economic drivers of trends in the medium 

sized DSGE models
Academic: Anzoategui et al. 
(2019), or Queralto (2020);
Eurosystem research

MTM and Heterogeneity  Focus on households and labour market heterogeneity and 
empirical validation of models, such as HANK. 

Academic: Kaplan et al. (2018), 
Auclert et al. (2020); 
Eurosystem research

MTM of NSM and
Non-linearities

 New macro-financial models focusing on NSM cost-benefits, 
related non-linearities in MTM and interactions with MaPru

 Explore other non-linearities (i.e. Labour market, price-setting)

Academic: Adrian et al 
(2020,2021); 
Eurosystem research

Interactions with Fiscal 
and Financial policies 

 Integrate in large-scale DSGE models all relevant policy 
frameworks and assess their areas of interactions

Analogous to IMF Integrated 
Policy Framework agenda

Climate change  Develop Satellite DSGE models: emphasize the specification of 
the energy sector, the microfoundations of the relevant 
externalities, the nature of disturbances, the global dimension,  
and the role of mitigation policies

Findings of the Climate change 
workstream

Indicative first and second ranked priorities
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Policy use of models: main suggestions
ECB-UNRESTRICTED

Use cases Recommendation Benchmark
Model-based 
economic narrative

 Explore strategies to improve the structural underpinning of projection models 
 Regular model-based structural analysis of forecast errors across a wide 

range of models

Best practices among 
the Eurosystem

Forecasting with 
judgement

 Harmonize the conceptual framework for model-based projections and 
judgement measures

Best practices among 
the Eurosystem

Model-based risk 
analysis and 
scenarios

 Develop, select and validate a set of time-series models delivering full 
predictive densities 

 Apply model combination techniques to construct a consistent statistical 
distribution around the baseline

 With large shocks, Knightian uncertainty or multi-modal risk profile, scenario 
analysis remains the main avenue 

Best practices among 
the Eurosystem

MP sensitivity analysis 
around an enhanced 
medium-term 
reference scenarios 
(MTRS)

 Harmonise the MP simulation protocol for the various policy processes: 
review model selection and assess the relevance of heterogeneity in 
simulation outcomes

 Enhance the MTRS towards a fully-fledged model-based medium-term 
extension of the baseline and conduct regular scenario analysis around the 
MTRS, notably on policy conduct

Best practices among 
other institutions (i.e. 
FED)
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APP transmission and bank profitability in general equilibrium

Sources: Darracq Pariès, Kok, Halaj (2016), “Bank optimal capital structure and the credit 
channels of central bank asset purchase” ECBWPS no 1916
Notes: In each chart, the effects on profitability are reported on the left hand scale, are 
cumulated over three years and are expressed in percentage of bank equity; the impact of GDP, 
annual inflation, lending rate and loans are reported on the right hand scale, correspond to the 
peak effects within two years, in percentage deviation from steady state. The policy rate is left 
unchanged for two years..

Non-standard monetary policy accommodation
(LHS: profitability factors in percent of steady state bank equity; 

RHS: peak macro effects within 2 years, % deviations from baseline)
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• Relevant set of banking frictions which 
span the crisis-related financial wedges 
and open up a credit channel of central 
bank asset purchases

• Estimating the model on euro area data 
shows that 

– asset purchases can have strong 
macroeconomic impact, compressing 
bank intermediation spreads and 
incentivizing credit origination

– the potential side effects of asset 
purchases on bank profitability and 
financial stability ought to be 
contained once a general equilibrium 
perspective is taken into account

APP (calibrated as in the January 15 decision)
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Euro area – HICP inflation
(p.p. deviation from baseline growth)

Euro area – GDP
(percent deviation from baseline levels)

Source: ECB staff simulation of the effect of an anticipated Central Bank purchase of assets as decided in the September meeting of the GovC: asset purchases amount to around 2% of annual GDP for 5 years and take
the expected re-investment during this period into account. All simulations are conducted with monetary policy being pegged to the Effective Lower Bound.
DJP model: Darracq Pariès M., Jacquinot, P. and Papadopoulou, N., “Parsing financial fragmentation in the euro area: a multi-country DSGE perspective”, Working Paper Series, No 1891, ECB, April 2016
NAWM II model: Coenen, G., Karadi, P., Schmidt, S. and Warne, A. (2018). The New Area-Wide Model II: an extended version of the ECB's micro-founded model for forecasting and policy analysis with a financial sector.
ECB Working Paper No 2200.
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APP in DSGE models with and without global portfolio rebalancing frictions
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The impact of central bank asset purchases for different assumptions on bank riskiness
(percentage point deviation from baseline)

Sources: Cozzi et al. (forthcoming).
Note: Simulations based on Darracq Pariès, Koerner and Papadopoulou (2019), “Empowering central bank asset purchases: the role of financial policies”, ECB Working Paper # 2237.

How does bank capital position affect the transmission of unconventional monetary policy ?

• Bank risk taking channel amplifies the impact of asset purchases

• When banks have higher leverage : the macro effects are more persistent with excessive credit extension

Bank capital and monetary policy transmission mechanism
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Source: Darracq, Kok and Rottner (2020) (see, ECB Macroprudential Bulletin, October 2020).
Notes: First period response to a monetary policy shock combined with different sized premium shocks to compare the baseline with the macroprudential rule. The vertical axis displays the state-
dependent difference for the period t = 1 response between a shocked path, which introduces a negative one standard deviation innovation for the monetary policy shock, and a path in which the 
monetary policy innovation does not occur. The state-dependence results from the different sized risk premium shock that occurs simultaneously in the first period, which is displayed on the horizontal 
axis.

MaPru can mitigate the severity of “reversal rate” constraints on MP conduct 
MP and MaPru interactions: accounting for the relevant non-linearities

Real GDP impact of a policy rate reduction for different sized risk premium shocks, with 
and without active macroprudential policy

(x-axis: size of risk premium shock; y-axis: real GDP impact of monetary policy rate reduction in percentage deviation to baseline)  
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Source: Darracq Pariès, M., Müller, G., Papadopoulou, N. (2020): "Fiscal multipliers with financial fragmentation risk and interactions with monetary policy“, ECB Working Paper Series No. 2418.
The shock is a debt-financed increase of the government consumption-to-GDP ratio by 1pp.
No sovereign default risk: benchmark case with spending increase unfolding the full demand stimulus without repercussion on the financial sector.
With sovereign default risk: bank depositors increase their required rate of return as they price the adverse effect of higher sovereign yields on the bank balance sheet. The strength of yield increases to public debt
accumulation is calibrated to illustrate a high degree of fragmentation risk.
With sovereign default risk, weak bank capitalisation: Weaker equity position of banks in steady state. This causes a higher sensitivity of bank riskiness (bank’s probability of default) to sovereign yield movements.

Fiscal stabilization with fragmentation risk 
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ECB-UNRESTRICTED

Thanks
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